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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

After version 1.0.1.52 was placed in operation by our scorers, several glitches came out 

of the woodwork that will require your attention. If you scored a tournament with this 

version that had Jumping in the tournament, the Jump speeds were showing as zero and 

this was an internal error that was picking up the wrong field value. You will need to 

open the tournament and in the Tournament Build section, rerun the Performance Data 

File, Scorebook (sbk), Scorebook (web), and Boat Use report and then produce the final 

zip file with the Tournament Package. This will solve the error with the Jump missing 

speeds and update the Ranking List and posted scorebooks, after you have sent the file to 

your regional seeding person for upload.   

 

Some have experienced an error in producing their tournament package that was caused 

by the Chief Scorer not going to the Master Scorebook panel and checking the settings 

that they would be using for the tournament scorebook. It is very important to go to this 

screen early on and verify and/or edit the settings. The default settings have been reset 

and this error should not reoccur. 

 

Sorry for the inconvenience, Dave & Jeff 
 


